
Supporting our clients to implement change management 
programs associated with a Safe Return to Operations. 
Implementation of initiatives designed to support a phased  
Return to Service.
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◀ RETURN TO SERVICE: COMMUNICATIONS CHANGE MANAGEMENTINTRODUCTION

It has long been said “nothing is constant but change” although 
in most instances, workplace change has been incremental 
or iterative and not all at once in a manner that challenges the 
very foundation of the workplace ecosystem. In the urgent 
need to reopen the economy, swift and collective action is 
needed to identify immediately implementable solutions without 
compromising long term fiscal and economic well-being. With 
new information on the novel coronavirus emerging every day, the 
sheer scale of the business, behavioral and spatial implications 
across all scales and building typologies is overwhelming.  

Through swift and methodical action, we can help organizations 
develop and convey these priorities through comprehensive 
reentry communication change management strategies. In a time 
where an organization’s ability to “out-change” is a key indicator 
of resilience and future success, a robust and rapidly deployable 
communications plan is more critical than ever. These strategies 
and plans should be based on CDC and WHO guidelines. While the 
priority focus is on decontamination and disinfection, a successful 
return will also rely on addressing individual and group behaviors as 
well as workplace culture.

COMMUNICATIONS 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
FOR REENTRY
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REENTRY PLANNING ◀ RETURN TO SERVICE: COMMUNICATIONS CHANGE MANAGEMENT

IN OUR URGENT NEED 
TO REOPEN OUR 
ECONOMY, WE NEED 
TO ACT SWIFTLY AND 
COLLECTIVELY

With new information on the novel coronavirus 
emerging every day, the sheer scale of the 
behavioral and spatial implications across all 
scales and building typologies is overwhelming. It 
is critical for organizations to have a governance 
and communication framework in place to 
effectively respond and communicate through their 
organizations. Creating this response framework is 
critical to success in Reentry Planning.
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◀ RETURN TO SERVICE: COMMUNICATIONS CHANGE MANAGEMENTREENTRY PLANNING

Reentry Planning – 1 week minimum  
Reentry Planning Activities
Session 1
Mobilization:  
Understanding where each organization is 
with regards to their re-occupancy efforts 

 − Gap Analysis and/or Readiness 
assessment re:

 - Adherance to WHO, CDC, and local 
guidelines

 - New policies + procedures

 - Occupant perceptions (engagement, 
productivity, wellness)

Stakeholder Mapping + 
Communications Infrastructure: 
Develop the communications plan 
approach

 − Safety protocols

 − New policies + procedures

 − Occupant perceptions (engagement, 
productivity, wellness)

Session 2
Content Development:  
Expand on key messages, develop 
schedule and identify locational variances

 − Key message articulation

 − Schedule rollout, phased approaches 
Session

 − Locational factors

Tracking Progress:  
Organize how the organization will assess 
and track performance in new areas of 
return to work protocols 

 −  Waves of reentry by group or function 

 − Areas of change by new policies and 
protocols 

User Research + Analysis 
 −  Surveys: re-occupancy + telework 

 − Productivity assessment

 − Social network mapping

 −  Initiative prioritization

Reentry Planning Playbook 
Deliverables:

 −  Governance framework –  
Identifies the internal and external 
authorities, approval cadence and 
communication flow

 − Messaging framework –  
Key messages, channels, sequencing 
of communication, and feedback loop

 −  Communications Rollout + 
Schedule – Rollout guidance 
integrating the locational aspect - 
integrating organizational, national, 
state, and local policies

 −  Progress Monitoring Approach 
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◀ RETURN TO SERVICE: COMMUNICATIONS CHANGE MANAGEMENTFIRST WAVE PHASED REENTRY

A ROBUST AND 
RAPIDLY DEPLOYABLE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
PLAN IS MORE CRITICAL 
THAN EVER

The reentry process will be ongoing, iterative, and 
responsive. Organizations need to apply both rigor 
and flexiblilty in their approach, ensuring effective 
implementation and swift mid-course corrections 
as needed.
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FIRST WAVE PHASED REENTRY ◀ RETURN TO SERVICE: COMMUNICATIONS CHANGE MANAGEMENT

First Wave Phased Reentry – Timeframes will vary 
Phased Reentry Activities
Session 1
Monitoring Progress Implementation: 
Assess and track performance in new 
areas of return to work protocols  

 − Waves of reentry by group or function 

 − Areas of change by new policies and 
protocols 

 − Finalize points of analysis tied to 
phased reentry schedule 

Proactive + Responsive 
Communications:  
Develop standards for communicating 
ongoing performance, changes to policy 
and adherence to WHO, CDC and local 
guidelines 

 − Develop communication protocols 
for ongoing performance, changes to 
policies

 − How to take corrective action and 
celebrate success

 − Standards for communicating at the 
group and individual level 

Session 2
Data Analysis + Refinement:  
Based on first waves of re-occupant data, 
develop data visualizations + summarize 
key findings

Managing Resistance:  
Develop messages and strategies for 
managing resistance and varying needs 
by location

 −  Resistance prevention + resistance 
management key messages 

 − Direct supervisor, people manager 
training 

 −  Location specific communications 
planning

Pulse Surveys 
Targeted surveys by group, function,  
to understand “real time” reaction to 
phasing and allow for swift mid-course 
corrections

Phased Reentry Deliverables:
 − Measuring Success Framework –

KPI data points, data visualizations by 
phase by group / function, summary of 
key findings and recommendations on 
areas for further development 

 − Ongoing Communications 
Plan Templates – Ongoing 
communications rollout plan including 
kit of parts templates for ongoing 
workshops, email, surveys

 − Resistance Management Training 
Materials – High level assessment of 
areas of resistance and key strategies 
for proactive and reactive resistance 
management

 − Location Specific Messaging 
– Where appropriate, develop 
key location-specific messages 
that outlines areas of variance 
while retaining institutional level 
consistency. 
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About AECOM
AECOM is a premier, fully integrated professional and technical 
services firm positioned to design, build, finance and operate 
infrastructure assets around the world for public- and private-
sector clients. The firm’s global staff — including architects, 
engineers, designers, planners, scientists and management 
and construction services professionals — serves clients in 
over 150 countries around the world. AECOM is ranked as the #1 
engineering design firm by revenue in Engineering News-Record 
magazine’s annual industry rankings, and has been recognized 
by Fortune magazine as a World’s Most Admired Company. The 
firm is a leader in all of the key markets that it serves, including 
transportation, facilities, environmental, energy, oil and gas, 
water, high-rise buildings and government. AECOM provides a 
blend of global reach, local knowledge, innovation and technical 
excellence in delivering customized and creative solutions that 
meet the needs of clients’ projects. A Fortune 500 firm, AECOM 
companies, including URS Corporation and Hunt Construction 
Group, have annual revenue of approximately $19 billion.

More information on AECOM and its services can be found at 
www.aecom.com

Follow us on Twitter: @aecom

The information contained in this document is intended for 
general guidance on matters of interest only. The information 
is based on CDC and WHO recommendations at the time of 
publication. AECOM makes no guarantee, representation, 
or warranty, express or implied, that services will eliminate 
the presence of COVID-19 and coronaviruses or prevent the 
transmission of COVID-19 and coronaviruses nor is AECOM 
ensuring the health and safety of any person. This document 
is provided with the understanding that AECOM is not herein 
engaged in rendering professional, legal, or other advice or 
services. While AECOM has made every attempt to ensure 
that the information contained in this document has been 
obtained from reliable sources, AECOM is not responsible for 
any errors, inaccuracies, omissions, or for any results obtained 
from the use of or reliance on this information. All information 
in this document is provided “as is” without any guarantee of 
completeness, accuracy, timeliness, or the results obtained from 
the use of or reliance on this information, and without warranty of 
any kind, whether express or implied, including any warranties of 
performance, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. 

This document is for the sole use of the recipient. The recipient 
of this document shall not distribute, transmit, disseminate, or 
otherwise disclose, in any form or by any means, this document 
or any part thereof to any other person or entity, including 
without limitation any person or entity who competes with 
AECOM or provides similar services as AECOM.
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